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1. Abstract
"Money" is a commodity or verifiable record that circulates from person to person and
country to country as payment for goods and services. Its digital form stands out after
thousands of years of evolution. However, its primary promises - global fluidity, frictionless
transactions, and democratization - have yet to be fully realized.

This paper proposes a new stable asset: the EURB token, which is in the end fully
collateralized by euro in cash or cash equivalents. BOTS Slovakia, a licensed Virtual Asset
Service Provider, issues the EURB in collaboration with regulated European banks. The
benefits that EURB brings to digital finance markets, including the ability for users to transact
in a trusted and secure, euro-backed and denominated asset with the benefits of Ethereum
and Binance blockchain technologies and financial regulator oversight on the Euro.

EURB, in our opinion, represents a huge step forward between traditional and digital assets.
We are bridging the traditional financial system's infrastructure and stability, while also
utilizing blockchain technology and Web3 to link the modern era's rapid evolution.

2.The Importance of Trust Between Money and
Digital Assets

  Money has taken many forms over the centuries, but it has always served three functions:
store of value, unit of account, and medium of exchange. (Functions of Money, St. Louis
Fed) Even versions of money that share these capabilities may be more or less valuable
depending on the qualities of money. (Lowdown, sd)

To some extent, digital currencies and cryptocurrencies exist to enhance these capabilities,
ushering in an era of programmable money and smart contracts. None, however, have
succeeded in optimizing all three features, primarily due to volatility.

As a unit of value, the majority of digital assets fluctuate far too dramatically to be considered
an upgrade over a large number of traditional fiat currencies. BTC has traded between a
high of €59,327.96 and a low of €3,675.46 over the last two years, according to
CoinMarketCap. With significant levels of volatility, the majority of digital assets fail to meet
the three essential characteristics of money. (BTC historical-data, sd)

As a result, stable coins - a new class of digital assets - stand out as a means of resolving
volatility. Stable coins are a relatively new type of coin designed to retain their value over
time. While stable currencies have garnered considerable interest, present models lack a
critical attribute - trust - that is necessary for widespread adoption.

Digital assets are intended to deliver technology that transforms legacy systems and
procedures into more efficient, secure, and connected applications.

The core logic underlying the operation of blockchain-based digital assets revolves around
trust. Because the code is rules-based, it is difficult to change. In a decentralized manner, all
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changes to the blockchain are recorded and confirmed—therefore created for
democratization. The blockchain, as a trusted, consensus-driven protocol, facilitates
transactions rather than acting as a trusted intermediary.

Despite the network's trust distribution, widespread public trust in digital assets remains
lacking. Because most people have no firsthand experience with or understanding of the
code, digital assets continue to appear untrustworthy.

Many people are perplexed by digital assets' lack of physical backing by government fiat or
inherent value. As a result, the nature of digital assets is volatile, making them appear to be
investment vehicles rather than payment methods.

However, when compared to rigorous systems already in place for regulation, oversight,
auditing, and insurance in traditional finance, the controls built into the digital asset
ecosystem are in their early stages. Traditional assets continue to be more trusted because
digital asset systems are, at best, in their infancy.

3.Executive Summary
Distributed ledgers, tokenization, and smart contracts with incredible features have all been
introduced by blockchain technology. However, it has not improved on the fundamental
principles that define money, nor has it gained the public's trust in order to achieve
widespread adoption.

EURB is being developed in order to capitalize on blockchain technology innovations and
improve the functions of money. It ensures trustworthiness while being supported by
traditional infrastructures that Bots Slovakia partners with cautiously. The EURB provides a
combination of trust, as backed by euro deposits through European banks, e.g. TEN31 Bank
AG, as well as the stability of fiat currency and the utility and immediacy of digital assets.

EURB is a token that in the end is backed by euro one-to-one and is available through BOTS
Slovakia. EURB exists only when the corresponding deposit is held in custody. In other
words, EURB tokens are available one-to-one in exchange for euros and are removed from
the supply immediately upon redemption.

BOTS Slovakia only accepts cryptocurrencies to issue EURB tokens, which can be traded,
transacted, and transferred quickly and without friction. Currently, the digital asset economy
is fluid, global, and fast, but it faces significant challenges when trading between fiat and
digital assets because of the inherent delays in the traditional banking system. EURB allows
users to keep their liquidity in digital assets while maintaining stability.

EURB performs as well as or better than fiat in every function: it is easier to exchange,
maintains the same unit of account, and serves as a store of value. EURB is an improved
money model that is collateralized by euro and supported by a regulated financial institution.
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3.1 Key Product Features and Benefits
BOTS Slovakia issue and redeeme EURB tokens directly, without the use of
intermediaries, allowing for more efficient operations with shorter redemption
windows and lower fees. Unlike fiat, EURB is available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week to facilitate settlement against any asset, including crypto, securities, asset
tokens, or payments. Everywhere and at any time.

Token Metrics

Token Ticker Blockchain Token type

EURB Ethereum
Binance Smart Chain

ERC-20
BEP-20

The EURB token is intended to be a stable coin that is highly convenient. Following
the ERC-20 and BEP-20 protocols and building on both the Ethereum blockchain and
Binance Smart Chain, EURB can be sent to or received by anyone with an Ethereum
and/or BSC wallet, with no human error based on the smart contract, and participates
in the larger global token community.

Token contracts that charge a fee for each transaction are not novel. Fee embedded
tokens are not new, but it is critical to understand what the fee is ultimately used for.
EURB charges a 0.1 percent fee on each transaction to cover the costs of token
operation, including technology development, partnerships, and other expenses,
which allows BOTS Slovakia to do everything possible to keep the token stable.

3.2 Early Use Case
This space is still in its infancy. We anticipate that the initial use cases for EURB will
be quite dissimilar to future ones. On a more immediate basis, we hope that these
applications will be quickly adopted;

● A method of payment for other blockchain-based assets such as
cryptocurrencies and security tokens. The most challenging aspect of
transacting in blockchain-based assets is moving a payment
efficiently with reliable timing and in a frictionless way.

● EURB is based on the ERC-20 and BEP-20 protocols, and it supports
Ethereum and Binance smart contracts, allowing it to interact with the
larger token ecosystem while minimizing volatility risk. EURB intends to
bridge to additional blockchains, such as Cardano, Solana, and other
high-potential blockchains, in order to achieve greater interoperability and
user-friendliness.

● A stable asset may help you avoid taking a loss during a volatile period.
For instance, investors who trade digital assets can hold the EURB to
hedge against digital asset volatility, benefiting from the euro's stability
without incurring conversion costs.
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● A stable asset can settle outside of banking hours. EURB can be used as
a fiat proxy by financial institutions and trading firms to trade 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.

● BOTS Slovakia products will include EURB as a payment option, resulting
in increased demand for EURB.

3.3 Longer-Term Utility
● Staking: BOTS Slovakia will use a standard Proof of Stake (PoS)

consensus mechanism, enabling EURB holders to stake their tokens and
receive an equal and fair reward. The mechanism will typically involve
limited-period staking, with the ratio varying according to the project's
revenue and the number of tokens allocated to pools.

● Asset mobility and settlement: A tokenized euro eliminates friction
between digital assets and fiat currency, lowering the time and financial
costs associated with digital asset conversion. EURB establishes a digital
hub for the euro, facilitating the swift and efficient settlement of cash
components of digital asset transactions when cashing out to EURB
rather than euro. For increased liquidity, frequent traders will prefer to hold
cash in EURB rather than euro. EURB's future role will be to facilitate the
frictionless movement and settlement of any asset, including digital
assets, commodities, forexes, bonds, and real estate, as well as more
esoteric assets such as NFTs and collectibles.

● Ecosystem expansion: To begin, we anticipate the listing of EURB on
digital asset exchanges and the offering of EURB as a cash-out option by
large OTC traders. Both categories will offer EURB in response to
expected immediate customer demand.

Companies with a high volume of transactions are interested in lower
fees, instantaneous settlements, and low-risk settlements. Large
multinational corporations seek lower costs for internal cross-border
transactions, payment processors, NFT marketplaces, gaming,
e-commerce, and retailers, which increases consumer interest.

4.Technology
The EURB tokens operate in a straightforward manner: for every equivalent of  €1.00 being
deposited, one EURB is issued. Similarly, 1 EURB can be redeemed for €1.00 in the
redemption process. It will always be a one-to-one transaction. Because of its simplicity, the
entire system can be written as a smart contract that is both secure and operates according
to predefined rules.
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ERC-20 tokens are Ethereum smart contracts that adhere to a standard protocol for
displaying custom "tokens" on the blockchain. BEP-20, on the other hand, is the Binance
Smart Chain token standard that expands on ERC-20. Contracts must expressly declare
essential token characteristics such as tracking the total number of tokens as well as
keeping track of each Ethereum and Binance address's token balance, all at the same
time allowing for address owners to transfer portions of their balance to other addresses.

Because EURB adheres to the standard ERC-20 and BEP-20 protocols, most Ethereum and
Binance-compatible exchanges and wallet apps already support viewing and transferring
EURB. All subsequent EURB transactions follow the smart contracts, relying on the
network's providence rather than any middleman, although the initial issuance and
redemption for EURB occur through BOTS Slovakia.

The EURB ERC-20 contract code is now available for technical review
athttps://etherscan.io/token/0xcc0a71ba8ba5a638fe30da6b7bf079acd09d6dc8. EURB is a
simple, readable smart contract due to the simplicity of the one-to-one model. QuillAudits, an
independent firm that conducts smart contract security audits, ensures that the smart
contract is sound and secure. Learn more about the audit report here.

5.Oversight
From the start, the BOTS Slovakia company's goal has been to maintain a high degree of
transparency and participation with third-party oversight. In terms of regulatory compliance,
this company has been a pioneer among blockchain-related businesses. BOTS Slovakia
collaborates closely with regulators and other organizations in the existing financial services
ecosystem as the first regulated and trusted for trading digital assets.

● Regulatory
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BOTS Slovakia s.r.o. (registered with the Commercial Registry of Slovak Republic
with company number ID 53 601 033, at address Bulharská 139, Bratislava-Ružinov)
is operated under Slovak law.

● Funds at a supervised bank
Euro that back the EURB are held in segregated accounts at European banks, such
as TEN31 Bank AG, a German bank under German law with its registered office in
Ottobrunn. Commercial registered at the Munich District Court under HRB 215846,
and it is authorized to provide banking and financial services as TEN31 Bank AG.

● Transparency and Audit
BOTS Slovakia publishes the bank account balance regularly on its own channels. It
attests that EURB tokens are fully collateralized by euros in cash or cash
equivalents.

Furthermore, the EURB smart contract has been audited by QuillAudits to ensure
that the code is sound and operates as planned and publicized.

● Transaction Monitoring and Surveillance
Chainalysis, a third-party blockchain intelligence company, continuously monitors
ongoing transactions and assets to detect and prevent risk and fraud. Because
EURB is based on the Ethereum blockchain and Binance Smart Chain, the entire
history of transactions on the chain is transparent and accessible to anyone.
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